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Celebration! 
 
• GKE 68 was 70 years old in June. We hope that all subscribing members will be able 

to join us on 9th September to celebrate with a slice of cake and a special visit.  At the 
same time and with your help we can complete our final submission to the Charities 
Commission (“CC”) (see below). Final details including times, the venue and special 
transport arrangements will be advised nearer the time. 

• Paul Kemsley will be happy to accept requests to subscribe at any time!  Paul’s 
contact details are at the foot of this Update. 

 
Facilitation 
 
• The CC has suggested some changes to the wording of FoCT’s aims.  Drawing on 

charity case law over many years, the changes will make it absolutely clear that we 
are an educational organization, free of all commercial tainting!   

• The CC has also clarified its recommendations concerning trustees, committee 
membership and co-option.  These changes will be incorporated into our 
constitution and put before the subscribing members for adoption.  

 
Restoration 
 
• Thanks to Nu-Venture we now have a restoration base for GKE.  An agreement is 

being concluded to allow FoCT use of designated space within their premises.  Once 
this is fully in place access will be by arrangement for restoration nominees only. 

• Most loose and spare items from inside the bus were moved to storage on 6th June.  
A few larger items remain awaiting availability of heavier transport.  Thanks to 
Roland Graves, Rob Murray, Brian Missons and Colin Godlement. 

• Ian Marsh has now begun to identify work needed on the various components.  A 
priority is to decide how to replicate the MCW-patented body pillar section, much of 
which is corroded.  Relationships are being pursued with others who have restored 
or are seeking to restore buses with Weymann/MCCW bodies of similar vintage. 

 
Subscription 
 
• The renewal date for Subscriptions has now been set at 1st May.  Paul Kemsley will 

write suggesting pro-rata payments from those whose subscriptions fall due in the 
meantime. 

• Rental for parts storage is currently £750 a year, equating to annual subs from 38 
people.  The storage arrangements are flexible, and can be reduced if we move stuff 
elsewhere, but further regular contributions from anyone are always welcome.  
Remember, the price of a pint a week would give us another £125 a year! 

 

Friday 24th July 2009 
 

Acceleration 
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Promotion 
 
• Many thanks to those who have donated or offered items for sale.  Mike Hodges has 

volunteered to sell items through eBay on our behalf.  Thanks Mike! 
• It would be helpful if we could form a team to share the task of publicising FoCT and 

raising funds by attending events. Recently only one or two people have been 
available and its hard on the feet! We have a stand at Herne Bay Bus Rally on 9th 
August; please ring Geoff Abdey (01634 309840) with any offers of help. 

• Our website www.chathamtraction.org.uk went live at the end of April, and 
continues to receive a worthwhile number of “hits”.  There’s now some scope for an 
update, so keep looking! 

 
Recollection 
 
• Eddie Lane has visited seven former staff members in their homes and recorded 

some of their memories. These have yet to be studied in full but the material recalls 
much detail from the 50s and 60s and has a great deal of potential. Many thanks to 
those who have contributed so far. 

• Eddie’s “Down Your Way” is due to start again soon. If you have stories to tell do let 
us know.  Remembering that our aims cover Chatham Traction’s “predecessors and 
successors” there’s scope for, say, those who worked from Luton in the years 
following the 1955 absorption to contribute too.  And for anyone who remembers 
the trams……..? 

• We’re aware that some of our potential contributors live away from Medway, and 
we’ll think about how we can involve you as well. 

 
Appreciation 
 
With sadness, we have to record the death of Ernie Watson. Ernie was one of the 
earliest supporters of the Friends, having made himself known at the 2005 Chatham 
Traction Anniversary event.  He was very proud of the Chatham Traction Indenture 
agreement which he still possessed relating to his apprenticeship in motor engineering 
at Luton depot.  The agreement is dated September 1945 and carries signatures of some 
notable people from the company’s history.  We are pleased that his voice recounting 
his memories has been one of those recorded by Eddie Lane on behalf of FoCT. A copy 
of his recording has been sent to his wife Margaret, to whom we offer our sympathy. 
 
Instigation 
 
Readers of Classic Bus magazine will have noticed that Roger Davies has once again 
mentioned Chatham in his regular column, with a 1960s photo of a busy Military Road.  
It was Roger doing just this back in 2002 that started the chain of events that led to 
FoCT and to where we are, so thanks once again Roger - you could hardly have 
imagined….! 
 
 
 
All the best, 
 

 
Richard Bourne 
Chairman 

Paul Kemsley, FoCT Membership Secretary, is at: 
33 Caxton End, Bourn, CAMBRIDGE CB23 2SS 
01954 719694  paulkemsley@btinternet.com 


